FAMOUS MUSICAL SAYINGS CRYPTO-QUOTE
Solve this puzzle by substituting one letter for another. In this puzzle J equals B, K equals P and V equals S.
Guessing for single letter or short words can give you clues for solving other words.
Can you solve this for a famous musical quote?

| A | B | C | D | E | F | G | H | I | J | K | L | M | N | O | P | Q | R | S | T | U | V | W | X | Y | Z |
| J |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |   |


```
"  
X R Q R V N A I S R L R P I Y E D N B

N I C C J I E H N R W H C K B I N R Q N A R P G V

N B N A I A I E Z N K E J C B Q E V E C V`
```